
Category: Technical: Shooting
Difficulty: Academy Sessions

Pro-Club: Steel Sports
Keith Mccready, Kingston, United States of America

Canton Youth Soccer - Technical Development - Shooting

Set Up:
3v2 flying changes, split into two teams, one team attacks the goal
with 3 player and then 2 defend, who ever shoots they then
become defender, yellow GK plays new ball to 2 black team and
they attack on 2v1. Then game restarts
Aim: To improve positive attitude to shooting and improve
technique of dribbling and passing when under pressure
Coaching Points:
Positive 1st touch
Head up
Support team mate
Pass and move to open spaces
Ball out of feet to shoot

Flying Changes (15 mins)

Set Up: 3 lines of players on the edge of the 18 yard box lined up
against a GK
Various quality finishing types-
A- 2 touch, 1 out of feet and one to shoot
B- Once A hits their shot B passes the shooter the ball to lay offto B
who hits a first time shot
C- As soon as B hits their shot, B becomes a defender for C who
drives out and hits a shot before closed down in a 1v1 situation
Rotation - A-B-C-A (Just move to the next line over and C moving to
A.
Coaching Points:
Quality of touch out of feet for shot
Body position
Standing foot close to ball
Follow through
Reaction to next task

3 group shooting (20 mins)

Set Up:
Players set up with 2 wide players, centre players and goalie
Aim:
#7 (right midfield) plays pass into #9 (centre forward) . #9 opens
up takes a touch then shoots.
#11 (left midfield) plays into #9.
Different types of finish- inside, laces, chip
Bring in defenders to put pressure on #9
Coaching Points:
Creativity.
Open body position so second touch is a shot.
Quality strike across keeper
Type of shot - Inside foot for accuracy, Laces for power.
Locked ankle
Position of non kicking foot next to ball
Head down/Knee over ball
Follow through

Open Body Shot (20 mins)



Set up:
2 goals at either end with 2 gates on half way line (one left and one
right)
Player 1 dribbles past cone for a shot. Once shot is taken the other
side begins. First shooter must react and defend. As soon as
each shot has happened the next player in line can go. Shooter 1
tries to recover and block the shot from shooter 2 (and so on)
Coaching Points:
Can we play quickly and precise
Preparation touch away from defender.
When to use laces vs inside of foot
Get shot off quickly
Quality of strike (angle of approach, foot / ball contact point, proper
follow through, laces, lock ankle)

shoot then defend (20 mins)

Set Up:
2 goals with GK.
Feeder and Ball Retreivers (1, 2)
Striker (3)
Feeder (1) passes into the striker (3) and calls out 'left' or 'right'
Striker recieves with back foot (based upon side called), opens up
and strikes with that foot.
Players rotate round positions - retreiver, feeder, retreiver, striker.
Coaching Points:
Check in to ball.
Body position to cushion ball with back foot to take a set up touch
for the shot
Strike ball with laces.
movement continues after the strike

Laces Striking (10 mins)

Set up:
25x25 yard box.
Two nets with a line beside each net. Each player has a ball.
Players dribble toward pole, they must dribble around the pole and
finish on goal closests to them. After they shoot they get their ball
and dribble through cones then join opposite line and continue.
Coaching points:
Laces/Inside of the foot to finish.
Speed of dribble
Sharp turn
Lift head (see where the goal is and the goalies position)

Speed dribble with shot (20 mins)
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